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Issues 
• Environmental integrity – what is it? 
• The 'integrity' of NMM units - sustainability 
• Experience from CDM sustainability assessment: 
o SD co-benefits 
o No-harm done 
o Involvement of stakeholders 




Environmental integrity – what is it? 
• Units/ER are: 'real, permanent, quantifiable, verifiable 
and enforceable' (AB32 Integrity Standard) 
• When linking domestic ETS with different design 
features environmental integrity is about the following: 
o the nature and stringency of ER targets and caps (relative or absolute, 
ambition) 
o the definition and recognition of trading units (CCS, nuclear sinks etc.) 
o provisions for banking and borrowing  
o MRV (confidence) 
o compliance regime (penalties, price cap, safety valves) 
• Tension: Environmental vs economic effectiveness  
(Source: Sterk & Schüle, 2009) 
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The 'integrity' of NMM units 
• NMM must contribute to SD (Decision 1/CP.16) 
• The integrity (wholeness) of trading in ER units depends 
on the mitigation activities' contribution to sustainable 
development co-benefits, the handling of risks of 
negative impacts and stakeholder involvement to 
enhance credibility and transparency 
• CDM sustainability assessment is moving towards an 
international approach to comparability of co-benefits 
across all project types   
• Negative impacts, however, are not addressed (EB69) 
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Online SD tool – EB70 draft: https://www.research.net/s/SD_tool_vers7 
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No Harm Safeguards 
7 
Stakeholder involvement - declaration 
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Sustainability assessment of NMM units 
• The integrity of a NMM is crucial and goes beyond the 
issue of environmental effectiveness 
• Learn from CDM experience and address sustainability 
assessment at international level (UNFCCC regulator), 
incl.: 
o No harm safeguards to address risks of negative impacts 
o Stakeholder involvement for credibility and transparency 
o Reporting on co-benefits for SD contribution 
 
